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1. INTRODUCTION 
We will call (p,(x)} a polynomial sequence if for each nonnegative integer 
n, p,(x) is a polynomial of degree n. In a series of papers, Rota et al. 
[4,7,8] have made a detailed study of polynomial sequences { p,(x)}FEO of 
binomial type. (p,(x)} is a polynomial sequence of binomial type if for all 
non-negative integers n, 
P& + Y) = ,!I0 
0 
y Pjtx) Pn - j(Y)* 
Andrews [2], and later Allaway and Yuen [l] began an investigation of 
Eulerian family of polynomials that parallels the work of Rota’s school. We 
will call ( p,(x)}~?, an Eulerian polynomiul sequence if for all non-negative 
integers n, 
Pk(X) Y”Pn-k(Y). 
This definition of Eulerian polynomial sequence is slightly different han the 
ones used by Andrews, and Allaway and Yuen. It is not difficult to show 
that they lead to the same polynomial sequences up to a multiplicative 
factor. See Allaway and Yuen [ 1 ] for a discussion of this fact. We have 
adopted Eq. (1.2) to use in our definition of Eulerian polynomial sequence 
because of its close analogy to Eq. (1.1). 
In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the theory for polynomials of 
binomial type, Roman and Rota [7] make a detailed study of the Umbra1 
Algebra. Let P denote the commutative algebra of all polynomials in the 
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single variable x with coefficients in a field K of characteristic zero. Let P* 
be the vector space of all linear functionals mapping P into K and let the 
action of the linear functional L on a polynomial p(x) be denoted by 
(L I P(X))* 
The product @ of two linear functionals L and M is given by 
(L ( Xk)(M / xn -k). (1.3) 
The vector space P*- with this product is a commutative algebra. Roman and 
Rota [7] call this algebra the Umbra1 Algebra. Roman and Rota proved 
many beautiful results about the Umbra1 Algebra and about a calculus 
defined on the Umbra1 Algebra. 
Ihrig and Ismail in [3] use a tensor product technique to study Eulerian 
polynomial sequences. They define a different product 0: P* X P* -+ P* by 
means of (L @ M 1 x”) = (L ] x”)(M ( xn). In Section 2 we will show that @ 
has the following equivalent definition 
(L ((x- l)k)(M~Xk(x- ly). (1.4) 
In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the theory of Eulerian 
polynomial sequences in a manner analogous to what Roman and Rota [7] 
did for polynomial sequences of binomial type, we begin in this paper a 
detailed study of the algebra that the product @ defines on the linear vector 
space P*. We will call this algebra the Eulerian Umbra1 Algebra. The 
algebra studied by Roman and Rota [7], defined on P* using the product 0, 
will be called the Binomial Umbral Algebra. 
The first three main results of Roman and Rota’s paper [ 71 were to give a 
characterization of binomial polynomial sequences in terms of the product 
0, to give an expansion theorem for the linear functionals in P* and to show 
that every associated polynomial sequence of a delta functional is a 
polynomial sequence of binomial type. For completeness we include these 
results. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 [7, Proposition 3.31. (p,,(~)},“=~ is a polynomial 
sequence of binomial type if and only if for all linear finctionals L and M 
belonging to P” 
CL @ M 1 hx)) = go 
( ) 
; CL I pk(x))(M 1 P,-k.(x)>, (1.5) 
where n is any non-negative integer. 
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In order to state the expansion theorem of Roman and Rota we use their 
notation for L @L @ L @ ... @L, namely, 
Lk=L@L@L@...@L, (1.6) 
where there are k L’s on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.6). According to 
Roman and Rota 171, L is a delta functional if (L / 1) = 0 and (L 1 ij # 0. 
THEOREM 1.1 [ 7, Theorem 11. If L is a delta functional, then ever] 
linear functional M belonging to P * has a representation in the form 
xF:o akLk. 
The convergence of the infinite series in this theorem is as defined in 
Section 8. Roman and Rota [7] defined the associated polynomial sequence 
( p,(x)},“=, for a delta functional L by the following biorthogonality relation 
where n and k are any two non-negative integers. 
THEOREM 1.2 [7, Theorem 21. ( p,(x)}zCc=, is a pal-vnomial sequence of 
binomial type ifand only if (p,,(x)}~=, is the associated polynomial sequence 
for a delta functional L. 
The main results in this paper are the Eulerian Umbra1 Algebra theorems 
that are analogous to Proposition 1.1 and Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. That is, we 
give a characterization of Eulerian polynomial sequences in terms of the 
product 0. a new expansion theorem for the linear functionals in P* and we 
show that every associated polynomial sequence of an Eulerian delta 
functional is an Eulerian polynomial sequence. These results are stated in the 
following three theorems. 
THEOREM 1;3. (p,(x)}~=, is an Eulerian polynomial sequence if and 
onlv iffor all linear functionals L and M 
(L @MI P,(X))= + 
k:O 
lL 1 pk(x))(M\xk&k(x))~ (1.5) 
where n is any non-negative integer. 
The linear functionals in the Eulerian theory that are analogous to the 
delta functionals in the Binomial theory, will be called Eulerian Delta 
functionals and they are defined as those linear functionals L such that 
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(L ( 1) = 0 and (L ] x”) # 0 for all positive integers n. Let 9’ be an operator 
mapping P into P, and define GZk by 
QyX”) cX”-k if n > k, 
(1.7) = 1 if n < k, 
where n is a non-negative integer and k is any integer. Let -Xr, be the adjoint 
of Qk defined as the mapping from P* into P* such that for all linear 
functionals L 
(&(L) 1 p(x)) = (L 1 gkp(d)e (1.8) 
We will use the notation 
L(k)=L@.3-(L)@.~2(L)....~k-,(L), (1.9) 
where there are k L’s on the right-hand side of this equation. We can now 
state our result that is analogous to Roman and Rota’s expansion theorem 
given by Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.4. If L is a Eulerian delta functional, then every linear 
functional M in P* has a representation in the form x& a,L(k). 
The convergence of the infinite series C&akL(k) is as defined in 
Section 8 of this paper. We will say that the polynomial sequence {p,(~)),“~ 
is the associated polynomial sequence for the Eulerian delta functional L if 
the biorthogonality condition 
(L(k) 1 P,(X)) = n! h,k 
is satisfied for all non-negative integers n and k. Our result that is analogous 
to Theorem 1.2 can now be stated. 
THEOREM 1.5. A polynomial sequence (p,(.~)}~=~ is an Eulerian 
polynomial sequence if and on& if (p,,(~)),“,~ is an associated polynomial 
sequence for some Eulerian delta functional. 
Many of the proofs and comments we make for the Eulerian Umbral 
Algebra are suggested by what Roman and Rota did in [7] for the Binomial 
Umbra1 Algebra. The paper has been written in a format that closely 
parallels the format used by Roman and Rota [7]. By reading both papers it 
is easy to see the analogy between the theory of the Eulerian Umbra1 
Algebra and the theory of the Binomial Umbra1 Algebra. 
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2. SIMPLE ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF 
THE EULERIAN UMBRAL ALGEBRA 
In this section we want to find some of the simple algebraic properties of 
the Eulerian Umbra1 Algebra. 
As is usual, equality on P* is denoted by L = M and is defined by L = M 
iff for all p(x) E P, (L ( p(x)) = (M 1 p(x)), where L and M are any two 
linear functionals in P*. A very useful characterization of equality on P* is 
given by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Spanning argument). L = M if and onlv if there 
exists a polynomial sequence ( p,,(x)}Fzp,, such that for all n > 0, 
CL I p,(x)) = (MI p,,(x)). 
P* is a vector space where vector addition is denoted by + and scalar 
multiplication is denoted by juxtaposition and they are defined by 
(aL + PM I P(X)) = a& I p(x)) + P(M I p(xUl 
where a and /3 are any scalars belonging to the field K; L and M are any 
linear functionals belonging to P*, and p(x) is any polynomial in P. In 
Section 1 we defined the Eulerian product @ by (L @MI x”) = 
(L 1 x”)(M Ix”). An alternate simple characterization of the product @ is 
given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L and M be any two linearfunctionals in P* and let 
@ be a mapping of P* x P* into P”. 
(L@MI(x- l)“)= T1 
k=O 
(L 1 (x - l)k)(MI x&(x - l)“-k) (2.1) 
if and only 
(L@Mlx”)=(L 
Proof. Assume Eq. (2.1) holds. Then 
(L@M( (x- 1)“) 
I x”W Ix”>. (2.2) 
(L ) (x - l)k)(M I x”(x - l)“-k) 
(-ly’(L I x”-‘)(M 1 x”(x - l)“-k) 
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(L 1 x”)(M 1 X”)(-l)“-k. 
But also, directly from the binomial theorem we have for all n > 0 
(L@MJ(x-l)“)= + 
k:O 
Thus for all n > 0, 
(-l)“-k(LOMlxk)= -f (a) (-l)“-k(L~Xk)(M(Xk). 
k=O 
By a simple induction argument it is easy to see from this equation that for 
all k > 0 
(L @ M 1 x”) = (L 1 Xk)(M ) Xk). 
The converse is easily proven by tracing the steps in the above proof 
backward. Q.E.D. 
Thus @ can be defined by either Eq. (2.1) or Eq. (2.2). 
We now define the evaluation functional E, by 
where a is any element in the field K and p(x) is any polynomial in P. Two 
simple consequences of Theorem (2.1) are: 
COROLLARY 1. P* with the Eulerian umbra1 product 0 is a 
commutative algebra with the unit element E, . 
We call this algebra the Eulerian Umbra1 Algebra. 
COROLLARY 2. For aN a and b belonging to K 
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In the Binomial Umbra1 Algebra the unit element is E, and E, 0 cb = E, + ,, . 
We will say that ME P* is invertible with respect to @ if there exist N 
such that it4 0 N = E, . We will denote the inverse of M with respect to 0 by 
M-‘. From Theorem 2.1 we have the following simple characterization of 
the class of functionals that are invertible with respect to 0. 
COROLLARY 3. M E P* is invertible bcith respect to @ if and on& if. 
s’n > 0. 
(Mjx”)=m,#O. 
Moreover. 
Unfortunately, neither is the Eulerian product @ distributive over the 
binomial product @ nor is @ distributive over 0. Thus there is no way of 
defining a third algebra on P* using @ and 0. On the other hand, if we let 
E* be the subset of evaluation functionals in P* then @ is distributive over 
@ on E”. There are a number of interesting results concerning the interplay 
of 3 with 0. These will be discussed in a subsequent paper, 
3. CONVOLUTION FORMULAS 
If the linear functionals are represented as integrals of real-valued 
functions. then the products @ and @ have nice representations. Let L, and 
L, belong to P” and be represented by 
CL, I p(x)> = j’” f(x) p(x) dx 
-0 
and 
(Lgl p(x)>= [u_ g(x) p(x)d,y. 
-0 
Then, as Roman and Rota (71 pointed out. @ is the usual integral 
convolution given by: 
where 
CL,@ L, I p(x)) = Jb”; h(x) p(x) dx. (3.1 
h(x) = l-K f(t) g(x - t) dt. 
0 
(3.2 ) 
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A class of analogous results for the Eulerian product @ is 
where R is the image in the U--V plane of the set ((x, v) IO <x, 0 < y} under 
the transformation 
x = ueU/F(u); y = F(u) e-‘, 
and F(x) is any differentiable function for which the integral on the right- 
hand side of Eq. (3.3) exists. This follows from Theorem 2.1 and advanced 
calculus results. To show the validity of Eq. (3.3), let p(x) = CizOakxk. 
From Theorem 2.1 
tLkaLgi P(X)>= i (Ixlrn jm f(-h(.Y)(.V)kdYd~~ (3.4) 
k=O x=0 p=o 
Thus we wish to find a transformation, 
x = dl(U, u>, 
Y = 4204 u), 
such that for all k > 0 
where J ((, , #*) is the Jacobian of 4, and &. A solution to this equation is 
4, =ueU/F(u)=x and dz = F(u)e-” = y. 
Thus Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) follow. 
If we assume that the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.3 exist if 
F(x) = x and make the substitution t = e” we obtain 
CL,@ L, IP(X)) = j-x;o 4x1 P(X) dxv (3.5) 
where 
h(x) = jtyo f(t) fx”) dt. (3.6) 
In comparing Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) to Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), the analogy is what one 
would expect except for the c in the denominator of the integrand in 
Eq. (3.6). 
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4. SUMMATION FORMULAS 
Consider the two-dimensional grid in the x-y plane shown in Fig. 1. Let 
{a, 1 rEO and (6,) FzO be real sequences. Let us associate the product a,b, to 
the grid point (x, y) for x and y non-negative integers. If (L, 1 x”) = ~1, and 
(Lb 1 x”) = b, then (L, @ L, 1 x”) is equal to the sum of ukbnek weighted 
with the binomial coefficient (t) along the diagonal having as its end points 
(0, n) and (n, 0). In fact if 
if x + y = n and x is a non-negative integer, 
(4.1) 
otherwise, 
then 
T F B,(x,y)=(L,@L,/x”). 
x=0 )gi) 
(4.2) 
What is the analogous interpretation for L, @ L,? By Theorem 2.1 
(L, @ L, / x”) = (L, / x”)(L* (x”) = a,,b,,. Therefore (L, @ L, / xn) is equal 
to the sum of a,bj over the one point (n, n). A more interesting result can be 
found if we redefine L, and L, by (L, 1 (x - 1)“) =u, and 
(L, 1 (x - 1)“) = 6,. Then it is easy to see that 
(Lo@Lbl(x- l)“)= + + n! 
k:. (fro (n - k)!(k - i)! i! ukbn-i’ (4.3 ) 
The right-hand side of this equation is the sum of the product ukbnwi 
weighted with the trinomial coefficient (t )( r ) over a triangle whose vertices 
on the below grid, Fig. I, are (0, n), (n, 0) and (n, n). For the case n = 4, the 
summation as given in Eq. (4.3) is along the path as shown in Fig. 2. 
4 . . 
3 . . 
L 
2 . 
1 
1 2 3 4 
FIG. 1. A two-dimensional grid in the x-y plane. 
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FIG. 2. Summation path for Eq. (4.3) in the case n = 4. 
By summing along different paths one can obtain many different formulas 
for (II., @ L, 1 (x - 1)“). For example, 
(4.4) 
All these results can be proven using Lemma 4.1, which is given below. 
Let P[x, y] be the vector space of polynomials in .Y and J’. Let L and M be 
linear functionals on P and let L, and Mv be linear operators on P[x, yJ 
defined by 
and 
LxP(x3 Y) = ; aij(L 1 Xi) # (4.5) 
M,(P(-K, Y))= z UijX’(M 1 ,“), 
ii 
(4.6) 
where p(x, y) = xii aijxiyi. 
LEMMA 4.1. If L and M are any two linear functionals belonging to P* 
and (L@M~x”)=(L)x”)(M(.r”), then 
(L 0 MI -q = L,(~J(XY)“)), 
where L, and L,! are linear operators defined by Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), 
respectively. 
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The proof is obvious and is thus omitted. This lemma will be used a number 
of times in the sequel. For example to prove Eq. (4.4) we note that from 
Lemma 4.1. 
CL, 0 L, / (x - 1)“) 
= A.K(B,((W - 1)“)) 
= AxBy(xy -x - J’ + 1 + x + J’ - 2)” 
= A .B,((x - 1 )(Y - 1) + (x + y - 2))” 
(X- l)“-k(Jp- I)“-“[(X- I)+ (J’- I)]” 
=A,B, ($ ,$ (I)( ;) (x- 1)“~‘(Y- V’-k+i) 
(L, ( (x - 1)“-‘)(L, 1 (x - l)n-k+i) 
where A, and B, are the linear operators on Plx, JJ) defined by A,&, u) = 
Cij a,(L, ( x~) J’ and B,P(x, Y) = Cij arj(L, 1 .v’) xi. Many different 
formulas for (f,, 0 I?., ( (x - 1)“) may be obtained by noting that 
@a 0 &I 1 cx - I,“> = A,B,((x4’ + j-(X, JJ))“), 
where f(x, 1’) = -1. 
Next we find the Eulerian analogy to Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). Let x and J’ be 
non-negative integers and define E,(x, y) by 
x<n, y< n; 
otherwise. 
Then 
f 5 E,(x, 4’) = (L, 0 L, ) (x - 1)“). 
+ = 0 y = 0 (4.7) 
409’85 I 14 
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This follows from the fact that 
= 5 + E,(x, n -x + k) 
x=0 kz0 
= + -+ E,(x, n - k) 
xi0 kkt, 
E-y -7 
n: 
,yo kyo (x - k)!(n -x)! k! axbn-k* 
Equation (4.7) now follows from Eq. (4.3). 
5. PRODUCT OF FORMAL SERIES 
Let X be the set of formal power series over a field K of characteristic 
zero. That is, 
m k 
‘;‘ a,k/a,‘sEK . 
k:(, * I 
It is easy to show that X is an Algebra over the field K, where addition is 
defined by 
? a,:+ f bk$= f (a,+b,)$ 
kt,J * k=O ' k=O 
and multiplication is defined by 
For a full discussion of this algebra see Niven [5]. The multiplication defined 
by (5.1) is intimately related to the binomial product 0. In fact, it follows 
directly from the definition of 0, Eq. (1.3), that 
where (L, ) x”) = a, and (L, 1 x”) = 6,. We wish to find the analogous result 
for the Eulerian product 0. 
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Let I be the set of all formal Newton series over the field K of charac- 
teristic zero. That is, 
.I‘= 
where stk’ is defined by 
dk’=s(s- 1) *.* (s-k+ 1). (5.3) 
Allaway and Yuen [l] showed that ,#. can be made into an Algebra over K 
by defining vector addition by 
and vector multiplication by 
where ck’s are the unique solution to the infinite set of linear equations 
To find ck explicitly in terms of the an’s and the bts we perform formal 
Newton series multiplication. That is, 
CT s(k) cc s(n) oc 
K‘ ckF= x aon' \- b,? 
k:C, . it=0 . k?,, k! 
oc cc s(n) S(k) 
= T \- a,b,--. 
-- 
n=O k=O n! k! 
In Riordan’s book [6, Section 1.41 we have that 
(5.4) 
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Using this formula in Eq. (5.4) we obtain 
co 
c am m! 
m=O 
iYFbni$ 
,YO 
=f fambni 
m=O n=O kzO (I)(mm+lkk) (:;c:;)! 
t5a5) 
Because (“,?i) 
c am 
m=O 
= 
. = 
= 
= 0 if k > m, therefore Eq. (5.5) becomes 
p) 00 p 
! 
4 ;;;bn+k (“:“)(;‘;) g++$ 
cc n m 
C 2 C amb,-m+k 
n=O m=O k=O 
(nBT+k)(m:k) z 
nzo i. (i) am z. (T) bn-k$* 
By using Eq. (4.3) we obtain 
co 
c am- 
m=O 
“(;) f b,$= ‘?’ (L.,@L,((x- I)“)$ 
m. PI=0 EO 
(5.6) 
where (L, 1 (x - 1)“) = a, and (L, ( (x - 1)“) = b, for n, a nonnegative 
integer. Equation (5.6) is the Eulerian analog to Eq. (5.2). 
6. EULERIAN FAMILY OF POLYNOMIAL SEQUENCES 
In Section 1, an Eulerian polynomial sequence { p,(~))~=~ was defined by 
dxY) = i (“k ) Pkcx) Yk&-k(-h (6.1) 
k=O 
where n is any non-negative integer. 
One notes that {(x- l)“}~zo is an Eulerian sequence of polynomials. 
According to Theorem 2.1 the Eulerian product @ can be defined by either 
(L I (x - l)k)(MI xk(x - l)“-k) (6.2) 
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Or 
(L @ M 1 x”) = (L ) x”)(M 1 Xn), 
where L and M are any two linear functionals in P*. The next theorem 
shows the relationship between the Eulerian family of polynomial sequences 
and the Eulerian product 0. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (p,(~))~=~ be a polynomial sequence, @ be a 
mapping from P* X P* into P*, and L, M be any two linear jiinctionals in 
P*. Any two of the three statements listed below implies the third. 
(i) (LOMIx”)= (L Ix”)(M\x”); 
(ii) ( ~,J.Tc)}~~~ is an Eulerian polynomial sequence; 
(iii) for all non-negative integers n, 
(L@M\p,(x))= + 
k:O 
CL I P,GJW I ,~“P,&)). 
Proof. [(i) and (ii) z- (iii)]. Let L, and L, be the linear operators on 
P(x, J] defined by Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6). Then by Lemma 4.1, 
(L 0 Ml P,,(X) > = L,W,(P,W). 
But (p,(~)}~~~ is an Eulerian polynomial sequence and therefore by 
Eq. (1.2), 
(L (8 Ml P,,(X)> =L, (M,v ( k$o ( ;) PkcX) JTkpn-k(.d)) 3 
which becomes (iii) when Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) are used. 
,,i(z and (iii) =S (ii)]. B y i we have that for all evaluation operators E, ( ) 
h 
&,@Eh=Eah. 
By letting L and M be E, and sh respectively and by using (iii) we have that 
p&b) = @oh 1 P,(X)) 
= (% @ &h 1 &tx)) 
(‘% 1 PktX))+h / xkPn- kcX)) 
which implies (ii). 
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[(ii) and (iii) * (i)]. B ecause @,Jx)} is an Eulerian polynomial sequence, 
therefore it is a basis for P and thus for all non-negative integers n, there 
exists CZ,,~, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, such that 
x” = i a,*ip,(x). (6.3) 
i=O 
Now consider 
(LOMIx”)= 5 %,,(L 0 Ml P,(X)). 
i=O 
By (iii) this becomes 
(L @ M 1 x”) = 5 a,,, 2 
i=O k=O 
( L ) (L / pk(x))(MI XkPi-k(X)). 
Let L, and MY be operators on P[x, y] defined by Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6). Thus 
(L@M(x”)=Lx M ? ( y ( t+oan.i ( io, (i) Pk@) y’pi-k(y)))) * 
By (ii) this becomes 
(L@MIx”)=L, ’ a,.iPi(xY) * 
iY0 )) 
Thus we have from Eq. (6.3) 
CL 0 Ml x”> = UM,(XY)“) 
= (L ) x”)(M 1 x”). Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 6.1 we see that the Eulerian product can be defined in 
terms of any of the Eulerian polynomial sequences. That is, 
COROLLARY 1. Let ( P,,(x)}~;~ be any Eulerian polynomial sequence. 
Then for all non-negative integers n and for all linear functionals L and M 
(L@MJx”)=(LIx”)(MIx”) (6.4) 
if and only if 
k=O 
(6.5) 
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In the Binomial Umbra1 Algebra of Roman and Rota there does not exist 
a characterization of the binomial product @ of the form of Eq. (6.4). For if 
q(x) is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to 1 and if for all linear 
functionals L. and M in P* 
(L 0 MI q(x)) = (L I q(.u))(M I q(x)). 
then q(x) is a polynomial of degree at most zero. 
Because of Corollary 1 of Theorem 6.1 one might ask if there are other 
nice characterizations of the Eulerian Umbra1 Product 0. We know that the 
polynomial sequence ((s - I)” I:=0 is an Eulerian polynomial sequence and 
from Eq. (4.3) we have that for all linear functionals L and M 
@@M\(.Y- I)“‘;;= (L 1 (x- l)k)(MI (x- l)“-i) (6.6) 
for H a non-negative integer. A natural conjecture is that Eq. (6.6) holds for 
all Eulerian polynomial sequence. That is. for all Eulerian polynomial 
sequences ( pn(9)}‘cZo 
(L 0 M / p,(x)j = ;’ ;’ 
hZ0 ,G 
(L / p,(x))@4 / p,-i(-x)j, 
for n a non-negative integer. Unfortinately this is not true as can be seen by 
the fact that 
4Ax) = 1, n = 0. 
= n!x”-‘(x - l), n > 0. 
is an Eulerian polynomial sequence and 
We know from Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.1 that the Eulerian product @ is 
associative on P* thus for all linear functionals L,, L2,..., L,, the multi- 
Eulerian product L, @ Lz .. . @ L, is defined and for simplicity we will use 
the notation 
hLi= L,‘@L,%.*.@Lk. (6.71 
We now wish to generalize Eq. (6.5) and find (a=, Li ) p,(x)) in terms of 
(Li I -~‘P,M)~ where i P,(X) I?= o is any Eulerian polynomial sequence. 
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We will use the standard notation for the multinomial coefficient. That is, 
o= otherwise. 
Also, we will use the standard notation for the finite product. Namely, 
if I<n; 
= 1 otherwise. 
We require the next lemma to find an expression for 
L, 1 p,(x)). The lemma gives a generalization of Eq. (1.2). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let { P,(x)},“~ be any Eulerian polynomial sequence 
where the sum is over all s-tuples (j, , j, ,..., j,) of non-negative integers such 
thatj,+j?... jS=n. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on s. The formula is obviously true for 
s = 1. The formula reduces to Eq. (1.2) when s = 2, and is thus true for 
s = 2. Now let us make the induction hypothesis. That is, Eq. (6.8) is true for 
s = 1, 2,..., k, and consider p,(nf=f: xi). 
Pn (E xi)=pn ((fjxi)xk+l) 
= go (‘I ) PI (f\ xi) (xk+l)%n-I(xk+ I) 
(Xk+,)ht-~(Xk+l) c (. .I .) 
jl+j2r.jk=i JIJZ “‘Jk 
= 
(xk+hn-,<xk+~> j$o (];) PjttXk) 
x c 
j,+j2.. .jr-,=jk 
jk . ) E [P,,(xi) (,l”!,,xs)j’] 
jlj2 “’ Jk--l i=l 
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(Xk+,)'Pn-I(xk+l) + ( ! ) 
jF0 Jk 
-- 
/=O j,=O 
( l:j 
k 
) (Xk+I)‘+jXpn-,-ja(Xk+l) ( ‘Tkjk) Pjt(Xk) 
Now let n - I- j, + j,, , and I+ j, and we obtain 
(6.9) 
where the sum is taken over all non-negative integers j, , j2 ,..., jk + , such that 
j, + j, ... j, + j,, , = n. Therefore n - j,, , = j, + jz ... j, and Eq. (6.9) 
becomes 
From this lemma we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. If {pn(x)) is an Eulerian polynomial sequence then for ai/ 
integers k 
where the outer sum is taken over all non-negative k-tuples (j, j, . . . j,) such 
that j, + jz ... j,=n and xii, j,=O if i= 1. 
Proof. Let P[x,,x, ,..., xk] be the vector space of all polynomials in the 
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variables x,, x2 ,..., xk. A linear operator L,l on the algebra P[x,, x2 ,..., xk] 
of all polynomials in k variables is defined as follows. Let 
and 
k 
&xl 3 x2 . ..Xk)’ c ai,i2.. .i,, n xp 
i,i*. . .ik j=l 
Lx,lP(X,rX2 ‘** xk) = C ui,i,i3. . .i,(L.& ( xiA) fi X7* 
i,il-. .ik j=l 
it.1 
Therefore, 
(L,@L,@...@L,,x")=~ (L,,x") 
i=L 
Thus, for { p,,(~)},“~ an Eulerian polynomial sequence we obtain from 
Lemma (6.1) 
CL, OL2OL3 -‘- @ Lki Pntx>) 
9.1 th.. ..i-, 
k p&txk) 
=.Y (j,j,l..j,) fi (LiIxz”tjmP~i(x)~9 
where the outer sum is taken over all non-negative k-tuples (j, j, . . . j,) such 
that j, + j, + ... +jk=nandCk-=‘,j,=Oifi=l. Q.E.D. 
7. A CONJUGATE MAPPING 
In Roman and Rota’s [7] development of the theory of the Binomial 
Umbra1 Algebra one of their important results is given by the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7.1 [7, Proposition 3.51. Let L be any linear functional. If 
m is a non-negative integer such that 
(L( l)=(L(x)=...=(L(xm-‘)=O, 
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then 
(Lk(xn)=O for n < km (7.1) 
and 
cLk 1 -xkm) = trn!)k (km)! ((L 1 xm))f 
where Lk is defined by Eq. (1.6). 
The corresponding result for the Eulerian Umbra1 algebra is not true. Let 
us adopt the notation 
L’k’=L@L@...@L. (7.3) 
where there are k L’s on the right-hand side of Eq. (7.3). There exists a linear 
functional L and integers k, m and n such that 
(L 1 1) = (L 1 x) = ... = (L ( .xm- “i = 0 
and 
(L’k’ ) xn> # 0 for n < km. 
For example take m = 1, k = 2. and n = 1 and define the linear functional L 
by 
(L(x”)=6,,,. 
By Theorem (2. I) 
(L @ L 1 x) = (L 1 x)(L 1 x) = 1 # 0 
and n < km. In point of fact we know that for any linear functional M 
(Wk’ ( x”) = ((M 1 x”))k 
and thus (M’k’ 1 x”) = 0 if and only if (M ( x”) = 0. 
From Allaway and Yuen’s paper [ 11 and from Andrew’s paper 121 we 
know that xkQk in the Eulerian theory is the (partial) analog to Qk in the 
binomial theory of Rota and co-workers [4,8j, where Q is a linear operator 
mapping P + P and Q is degree reducing. That is, Q-X” is a polynomial of 
degree one less than n. We wish to find the linear functional that corresponds 
to the linear operator Q, and then find out what operation written in terms of 
the Eulerian product @ corresponds to xkQk. 
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To accomplish this goal we need the idea of an adjoint of a linear 
operator. Let k be an integer and define the operator Gk: P+ P by 
&(X”) = p-k if m-k>O; 
= 1 if m - k < 0. 
The adjoint .Sk of Bk is a mapping from P* to P* uniquely defined by 
cw) I P(X)) = CL I ~!“PW (7.4) 
for all L E P* and p(x) E P. We will use .X to denote 3, and define Sk by 
,-g-k =.p‘o.$-0.,$-o . . . . ..g-. (7.5) 
where there are k .X’s on the right-hand side of Eq. (7.5) and o represents 
the composition of two operators defined on P*. That is, 
(.S 0 2-)(L) = .%-(.x(L)), 
where L is any linear operator in P *. So will be defined to be the identity 
map on P*. 
LEMMA 7.1. (a) Let r be any positive integer 
,/q = S’; (7.6) 
(b) For all integers n and for all linear functionals L and M, 
Kn(L @ M) = (&L) @ (.&L). (7.7) 
Proof. (a) Let L be a linear functional and n a non-negative integer. 
Then, 
(z&(L) 1 x”) = (L ( arx”) 
I 
(L ) Xn-‘) if n > r, 
= @II) if n < r. 
Also, 
(S(L) ( x”) = (s(z-‘-‘(L)) ) xn> 
= (s+‘(L) ( 57x”) 
= @:““(L) 1 x”-‘) 
I 
if n>l, 
(ST -l(L) 1 1) if n = 0. 
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Thus by repeating this (r - 1) more times we obtain 
( P(L) 1 x”) = (L I xy if n > I-: 
=@I 1) if n<r. 
Part (a) of the lemma now follows by the spanning argument, 
Proposition 2.1. 
The proof of part (b) is similar to the proof of part (a) and is thus 
omitted. Q.E.D. 
We note that if L is any linear functional and (L / x”) = c,. then 
and 
(.&(L) 1 xn> = c,-/( 
= co 
if n > k, 
if n < k. 
if n > k, 
(7.8) 
= (Co)k-n-l fI ci if n<k. 
i=O 
We are now in a position to define L(k) an entity in the Eulerian theory 
that we believe is the correct analogy to the entity Lk in the Binomial 
Theory. Let L be any linear functional and define L(k) by 
k-l 
L(k) = H q(L) if k>l, 
i=O 
= E, if k=O. 
(7.9) 
We now propose the following theorem as the Eulerian analog to the 
binomial result given by Proposition 7.1. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let L be a linear functional and m a positive integer. If 
(L 1 l)= (L Ix) .** (L 1.x=‘j=O, (7.10) 
then 
(L(k)(x”)=O if n<m+k-1. (7.11) 
Moreover, 
(L(k) I x m+k-1) = fi (L 1 Xm+k-i)b 
i=l 
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ProoJ From the definition of L(k) and Theorem 2.1 we have that 
k 
(L(k) 1x”) = n (2;-,(L) I x”> 
i= 1 
= n (L 1 W’x”). 
i= I 
That is, 
(L(k) lx”) = fi (L 1 x”-‘+I) if n+l>k, 
i=l 
PI+1 (7.12) 
= n (L 1 x”-‘+‘)((L 1 l))k-n-’ if n + 1 < k. 
i=l 
Therefore, from the hypothesis given by Eq. 7.10 we have from Eq. 7.12 that 
(L(k) 1 x”) = 0 
if n - k + 1 < m. Thus Eq. 7.11 is satisfied, which proves the first part of the 
theorem. 
The second part of the theorem follows by noting that m is a positive 
integer and therefore if we replace n by m + k - 1 then n + 1 > k and we 
obtain 
(L(k) I x m+k-l)= ifi (L (xm+k-i). 
This proves the second part of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
By letting m = 1 in this theorem and by using the spanning argument, 
Proposition 2.1, we obtain the important corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. If L is a linear functional such that (L ( 1) = 0, then for 
all polynomials p(x) E P 
(L(k) I P(X)) = 0 if k > deg p(x). 
8. THE EULERIAN TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRA 
We define a topology on P* in the same manner as Roman and Rota did 
in [7]. The Eulerian umbra1 algebra P* is a topological algebra under the 
topology defined by the following. A sequence {M,}z==, of linear functionals 
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converge to a linear functional M, if given any polynomial p(x) E P there 
exists an index n, depending on p(x) such that for all n > n, 
CM, I P(X)) = W I P(X)>. 
Let us denote the zero functional by Z. That is, Z is defined by 
v I P(X)) = 0 
for all p(x) E P. 
(8.1) 
THEOREM 8.1. For any linear functional L, and for any sequence of 
constants akr the following are equivalent: 
(i) (L\ l)=O; 
(ii) (L(k)tp=, converges to Z; 
(iii) {xi =:0 a,L(k)}F=“=, converges. 
Proof. Let L be a linear functional such that (L 1 1) = 0. Thus by 
Corollary 1 of Theorem 7.1 we have for all polynomials p(x) 
Wk) I P(X)> = 0 if k > deg p(x). (8.2) 
This is just the definition of L(k) converging to Z. Therefore (i) implies (ii). 
Let L be a linear functional such that {L(k)),“=, converges to Z. Thus for 
all p(x) E P 3 n&~(x)) such that if k > n&(x)) then 
(L(k) I P(X)) = 0. 
Let p(x) be any polynomial belonging to P. Define the linear functional M 
by 
no(P(xt) 
(MI p(x)i = v a,@(k) I p(x)). 
k:O 
Thus c;=0 a,@(k) ( p(x)) = (MI p(x)), for all n > n,,(p(x)) and for all 
p(x) E P. Therefore xi=0 a,L(k) + M as n -+ co. Thus (ii) implies (iii). 
To show that (iii) implies (ii) let p(x) be any polynomial. Because 
CizO a,L(k) -+ M, there exists a n,,(p(x)) such that C;!O a,(L(k) 1 p(x)) = 
(M 1 p(x)) for all n > n,. Thus (L(k) 1 p(x)) = 0 for all n > n,. Therefore 
L(k) converges to Z as k -+ co. Thus (iii) implies (ii). 
To show that (ii) implies (i) we will prove the contrapositive. That is, 
assume (i) is not true and we will then show that (ii) is not true. If (i) is not 
true then (L ( l)#O. Then by Eq. (7.8) (L(k)\ 1) = ((L I l))k #O for all 
k > 0. Thus L(k) does not converge to Z. Therefore (ii) implies (i). Q.E.D. 
Under the topology defined above the Eulerian Umbra1 algebra is a 
complete topological algebra. We will call it the Eulerian Topological 
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Algebra. If (p,(x))~=, is a polynomial sequence, then a sequence of linear 
functionals L(k) such that the biorthogonality property 
(L(k) I P”(X)) = 41,k (8.3) 
holds, is not a basis for the Eulerian Umbra1 Algebra. That is, every linear 
functional cannot be written as a finite linear combination of the linear 
functionals L(k), k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . For example, consider the linear functional 
M defined by 
for all n > 0 and p,(x) satisfying Eq. (8.3). It is easy to see that M cannot be 
written as a finite linear combination of the L(k)%. In fact 
M= -? L(k). 
k:O 
On the other hand, {L(k)}rTo forms a pseudobasis for the Eulerian 
Topological Algebra. We have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let (p,(x)}~=, b e a sequence of polynomials and L a 
linear functional such that 
(L(k) 1 P,(X)) = 6n,k* (8.4) 
Every linear functional M E P* has a unique representation in the form 
M= T akL(k), 
k=O 
where uk = (M 1 pk(x)). 
ProoJ: From Eq. (8.4) we note that 
(L(1) I PO(X)) = 0. 
But L( 1) = L and pa(x) = a # 0. Thus (L 1 1) = 0. Therefore, by 
Theorem 8.1, Cpfo a,L(k) converges to some linear functional. Let us call it 
M,. Because of the biorthogonality property (8.4), we have that, for all 
n 2 0, 
W, t P,(X)) = 5 %(L(k) 1 P,(X)) 
k=O 
= a, 
= (MI P,(X)>. 
Thus by the spanning argument, Proposition 2.1. we have that M, = M. 
Q.E.D. 
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9. EULERIAN DELTA FUNCTIONAL 
In the binomial theory developed by Roman and Rota [7] a delta 
functional was defined to be any linear functional L such that (L ) 1) = 0 
and {L 1 X) # 0. Such a functional will be called a Binomial Delta 
Funcrional. The analogous class of functionals in the Eulerian Theory will be 
called Eulerian Delta Functionals. If L is an Eulerian delta functional then 
we will want (L(k)}?==, to be a pseudobasis of the Eulerian Umbra1 Algebra. 
Thus by Theorem (8.1) and Proposition (8.1) we will want (L / 1) = 0. 
Therefore. one of the defining properties of the Eulerian Delta functional will 
be (L 1 1) = 0. To find out what other properties the Eulerian Delta 
functional should have we note that the Binomial Delta functional L has the 
property that for all k > 1, 
(Lk / xk> = k!((L ( x,)” # 0 
(See Roman and Rota [7, Proposition 3.5)). As we will see in the proof of 
various theorems in the sequel, we will require the Eulerian Delta functionals 
to satisfy a similar property. That is, for k 2 1, (L(k) 1 x”j should not equal 
zero. But by Eqs. (7.8) and (7.9) 
(L(k) 1 x”) = /I (L 1 xi). 
ikl 
(9.1) 
Thus (L(k) 1 x”) # 0 for all k > 1 if and only if V i > 1 (L ] xi) # 0. Thus we 
defined an Eulerian Delta functional L as a linear functional having the 
following two properties: 
(i) (Ll l>=O 
and 
(ii) (L / x’) # 0, 
for all n > 1. 
An example of an Eulerian delta functional is A defined by 
(A Ix’)=n. 
This linear functional has two important properties that generalize to all 
Eulerian delta functionals. First, if D is the derivative operator mapping P to 
P and defined by 
Dx”=O if n = 0, 
= nx”-’ if n f 0. 
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(A 1 xn> = n = (E, 1 Dx”) 
= (D*(E,) IXn), P-2) 
where D* is the adjoint of D and defined to be a mapping from P* to P* 
such that for all linear functionals L E P* and all polynomials p(x) E P 
(D*(L) I P(X)) = CL I DP(x)). 
Thus 
A = D*(e,). cw 
It is not difficult to see that any Eulerian delta functional L can be written in 
a form similar to Eq. (9.3). 
LEMMA 9.1. Let L be a linear functional such that (L ) 1) = 0. If Q is a 
linear operator mapping P + P and defined by 
Q(x”)=(L)x”)x”-‘, 
then 
L = Q*(E,), 
where Q* is the adjoint of Q and E, is the evaluation functional at 1. 
Proof: 
(Q*W lx"> = (E, I Q(x")) 
= (E, ( (L 1 x”)x”-‘) 
=(LIX”)(&,Ix”-‘) 
= (L ( xn>. 
Thus by the spanning argument, Proposition 2.1, Q*(c,) = L. Q.E.D. 
The second important property that the linear functional A has is a 
biorthogonality property with the Eulerian polynomial sequence 
1(x - l)“l,m_,. 
LEMMA 9.2. Let A be any linear functional. 
(AIx”)=n P-3) 
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if and only if the biorthogonality property 
(A(k) ) (x - 1)“) = n! 6,,, 
is satisfied. 
Proof. Let (A 1 x’) = n. 
(A(k) 1 (x - 1)“) = 2 ( ; ) (-l)“+@(k) /xl) 
r=O 
= + ‘n 
( 1 - r 
(-l)“-rr(r - l)(r - 2) 
r=O 
/ 
i 
0 
=\ n! 
But if k < n then 
(9.4) 
(r-k+ 1) 
if k > n. 
if k =n, 
if k<n. 
I n-k 
(r fk)! = (n tk)! z. 
(-11-k-r 
= (n Yk), (1 - 1),-k =o. 
Thus (A(k) / (x - 1)“) = n!6,,,. 
To prove the converse, we assume that Eq. (9.4) is true and find the value 
of (A ) x”). 
(AIx”)=(A(((x-1)+1)“) 
ZZ + 
k:O 
(:)(,41(x-l)*)=(~)(AIx-l)=n. Q.E.D. 
Roman and Rota [7] define an associated polynomial sequence for a 
binomial delta functional L as any polynomial sequence (p,(~)}~~~ such 
that for all k>O and n >O, 
CL” 1 pntx)> = n!6n.k. 
They show that for a given binomial delta functional there is a unique 
associated polynomial sequence. This unique associated polynomial sequence 
is a polynomial sequence of binomial type. Also, they showed that every 
polynomial sequence of binomial type is an associated polynomial sequence 
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for some Binomial Delta functional. We now obtain the analogous results for 
the Eulerian Delta functional. 
A polynomial sequence @n(~)}~zo is called an associated sequence of the 
Eulerian delta functional L if 
(L(k) I P,(X)> = @I,,. 
THEOREM 9.1. Every Eulerian delta functional L has a unique 
associated polvnomial sequence (p,(x)}~:, . 
ProoJ Let L be an Eulerian Delta functional and 
n 
P,(X) = s a,,,~’ 
i=O 
such that 
(L(k) I P,(X)) = n! Ly 
for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n. Thus 
(9.5) 
2 a,,i(L(k) ) xi) = n! a,,, 
i=O 
By Eq. (7.12), Eq. (9.6) becomes 
2 a,,, fi (L 1 xi-j+‘) = n! 6,,, 
i=O j= I 
which can be rewritten in the form 
n k 
x a,,, n (L 1 xi-j+ ‘) = n! 6,,, 
i-k j=l 
k = 0. 1, 2 ,..., n. (9.6) 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n. (9.7) 
This gives us n + 1 non-homogeneous equations in n + 1 unknowns a,,i, 
i = 0. 1) 2 ,...) n. The coefficient matrix of this system of equations is a 
triangular matrix that has a determinant equal to niEo nf=, (L (A’). 
Because L is an Eulerian delta functional niEo n,“=, (L 1 x’) # 0. Thus 
there is a unique solution of the system of Eq. (9.7) and an,” # 0. Thus 
?dx) = x:=0 an.k xk is the unique polynomial such that for k = 0, 1, 2,..., n, 
(L(k) t P,(x)) = n! ht.,. 
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p,(x) is a polynomial of degree n. Thus by Corollary 1 of Theorem 7.1 
(L(k) ( p,(x)) = 0 for k > n. Therefore, for all non-negative integers k 
(L(k) I P,(X)) = n! h.,. 
But n was any non-negative integer. Thus every Eulerian delta functional has 
a unique associated sequence. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. ff (p,(x)}:=:=, is the associated sequence for the delta 
functional L then pO(x) = 1 and p,( 1) = Ofor all n > 1. 
Proof. From the biorthogonality condition we know that 
(El I P,@)) = ht,,. 
Therefore J+,(X) = 1 and p,( 1) = 0 for all n > 1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. For all n > 0, let p,(x) be a polvnomial of degree n and 
let it have the following expansion 
p,(x) = ;- a,.kxk. 
k:O 
(p,(x)}~=, is the associated polynomial sequence for the Eulerian delta 
functional L if and only iffor all non-negative integers n 
2 a&L(k) 1 xi) = n! 6,,, k = 0, 1, 2,. . . . n. 
i=k 
ProoJ The results follow from Eq. (9.7) and the fact that 
,fi (L Id = (L(i) I xi>. Q.E.D. 
10. ASSOCIATED POLYNOMIAL SEQUENCES 
AND ASSOCIATED OPERATORS 
Let L be an Eulerian Delta functional. From Theorem 9.1 we know that L 
has a unique associate polynomial sequence (P,(x)}~~“=, defined by 
(L(k) 1 P,(x)) = n! &.k. 
The associated polynomial sequence can be used to find the expansion of 
any linear functional it4 in terms of L(k), k = 0, 1, 2,... . 
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THEOREM 10.1 (Expansion Theorem). Let M be a linear functional and 
let L be an Eulerian delta functional with associated polynomial sequence 
(I,}%,. Then 
m (Ml ~,(x))L(k) M= y 
kY0 k! ’ 
where convergence is as defined in Section 8. 
Proof: By Theorem 8.1 we know that CF& (M 1 p,(x))(L(k))/k! 
converges. Let it converge to a. Thus 
(fi 1 p,(x)) = f lM ’ ;@)) (L(k) I P,(X)) 
k=O 
= + (Ml PktX)) nrg 
kt0 
k! * n*k 
= (Ml p,(x)). 
1 P,(x)/,“0 is a polynomial sequence, thus by the spanning argument, 
Proposition 2.1, we have that M = M. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Let M be a linear functional and let L be an Eulerian 
delta functional. If 
M= 5 a,L(k) 
k=O 
for tzk E K, then ak = (M 1 p,(x))/k!, where pk(x) is the associated sequence 
for L. 
Proof: 
CM I P,(X)> = ? a,@(k) I p,(x)) 
k=O 
I = a,n.. 
Thus a,, = (M 1 p,(x))/n! Q.E.D. 
The Expansion Theorem (lO.l), says that every linear functional in P* is 
in the closure of the linear span of (L(k)}r’-,. 
COROLLARY 2. If p(x) is any polynomial such that for all k > 0, 
(L(k) I p(x)) = 0, then 
p(x) = 0. 
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Corollary 2 is the dual of Proposition 2.1. That is, p(x) s 0 if and only if 
for all k > 0, (L(k) ( p(x)) = 0, and L = Z if and only if for all k > 0, 
CL I ~~(4) = 0, where {PHI is some polynomial sequence. Both of these 
results are used extensively in the development of the theory, 
For all a E K, the scale operator q* was essentially defined by 
Andrews [2] as a linear operator mapping P to P such that I’ = a”~“. 
By Theorem 9.1, the Eulerian delta functional L has associated with it a 
unique associated polynomial sequence {~,(x)}:=~ defined by 
(L(k) I p,(x)) = n! &,,,a Also associated with each Eulerian delta functional 
L, there is an associated operator Q, mapping P-r P, defined by 
Qx” = (L Ix”)x’? In the next theorem we find a number of relationships 
between qa, L, L’s associated polynomial sequence and L’s associated 
operator. 
THEOREM 10.2. Let qa be a scale operator and L be an Eulerian delta 
functional with associated polynomial sequence ( p,,(x)}FzO and associated 
operator Q. Then for all p(x) E P and all non-negative integers k: 
ii) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
iv) 
Proof. 
and 
(L(k) I p(x)> = (~1 I Qk~(4): 
Qkv” = akvaQk; 
QP,(x) = kP,- l(x); 
For all M E P*, (E, 0 M ) p(i)) = (M ) q”p(x)); 
(L(k) I pAax)) = n! akp, -k(a)/(n - k)!. 
(i) For all n > 0, 
(L(k)Ix”)= fi (L~x”-~+‘) 
i-l 
(~1 I Qkx’?= (E, / I”r (L Ix”-~+‘)x”-~) 
= fi (L) x”-‘+I) 
i== L 
= (L(k) ) x”). 
Part (i) now follows by the usual spanning argument, Proposition 2.1. 
(ii) For all n > 0, 
Qkqax” zz Qkanxn 
= a”Q k,yn 
= a” 
( 
lfj (L 1 xn-i+l)) xn-k 
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and 
k 
ukvaQkx.n = &,a n (L 1 Xn-i+l) X-k 
i=l 1 
= I”1 (L ( y-i+ I) akan-kxyn-k 
i= I 
= Qktfx”. 
Again part (ii) follows by the usual spanning argument, Proposition 2.1. 
(iii) Let k and n be any two non-negative integers and consider 
(L(k) ( Qp,(x) - np,,-,(x)). By linearity and part (i) we obtain 
W(k) I QP,(x) - np,- ,(x1) = (E, I Q”+‘P,<x,> -n(W) I P,-t(x)) 
= W + 1) I PAX)) - 4W) I in- I(x)) 
= n!(&,,+, - d,-,,,) = O. 
Thus part (iii) follows by a spanning argument on P*. See Corollary 2, 
Theorem 10.1. 
(iv) Let n be any non-negative integer and A4 be any linear functional 
belonging to P* 
(&,OMlx”)=(&,Ix”)(MI?r”) 
=an(A4(x”) 
= (M ( dx”) 
= (M 1 tfxy. 
Part (iv) now follows by the spanning argument on P. 
(v) From the definition of qa we have that 
W(k) I P,W)) = WI I V%(X)), 
which becomes by part (i) 
(W) I P&X)) = (E, I Qkrla~,W. 
Now by using part (ii) we have that 
(WI I P&X)) = (E, I akr”Qk~,W) 
=a k &I I rl” tn Tk)! Pn-k@) 
1 
= uk (R n.k)! p,-k@). 
Q.E.D. 
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The linear operator Q is in fact the Eulerian differential operator defined 
by Andrews in [ 2 J and used by Allaway and Yuen in [ 11. 
In the Eulerian theory the scale operator qa is the analog of the shift 
operator E” in the binomial theory. 
Our next result shows the relationship between associated sequences for 
Eulerian delta functionals and Eulerian polynomial sequences. 
THEOREM 10.3. (a) If L is an Eulerian delta functional and 
i A(X) is L’s associated sequence, then (p,(x)},“=, is an Eulerian 
polynomial sequence. 
(b j Every Eulerian pal-vnomial sequence is the associated sequence for 
one and only one Eulerian delta functional. 
ProoJ (a) By Theorem 9.1 and its Corollary 1, we know that if (p,(x)) 
is the associated sequence for the Eulerian delta functional L then for all 
integers n > 0, P,(X) is a polynomial of exact degree n and p,( 1) = 6,,,. 
Thus to show that (p,(~)}~=~ is an Eulerian polynomial sequence we need 
only show that 
Because 
? Pi(X)@(i) I P,(X)) 
P,(X) = 1 
i=O i! ’ 
then by the spanning argument, Proposition 2.1 we obtain that for all 
polynomials P(x) E P 
pcx) = G PiCxKLti) I pCx)) 
II (10.2) 
i=O I: 
In particular, if P(x) is replaced by p,(xy) in Eq. (10.2) we obtain 
n Pi(x)(L(i) I PntxY)) 
P,(W) = 2 
i=O i! 
From this equation and part (v) of Theorem 10.2 we obtain Eq. (10.1). Thus 
part (a) of the theorem is proven. 
(b) Let (p,(x)}~=, be an Eulerian sequence of polynomials. To show 
that it is an associated sequence we must construct an Eulerian delta 
functional L such that for all non-negative integers n and k 
(L(k) I ~,(x)i = n! d,.,. 
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Let us define the linear functional L by 
CL I P,(X)) =L (10.3) 
for n > 0. Because {p,(x)} zzO is an Eulerian family of polynomials we have 
from Theorem 6.2 and from the definition of L(k) that 
(L(k) ( p,(x)) = (L 0 SL @ SZL 0 * * * .sk -IL ( p,(x)) 
x (L IXi’+i’...ik-l-k+lP/x(x)), 
I 1 x”pj,(x)) * * * 
xjl - ‘p,*(x)) - * * 
(10.4) 
where the sum is taken over all k-tuples (j, j, .a. j,) such that 
jl+j2+“‘+jk=n. 
From Eq. (10.3) we see that the expression 
(L ( p,,(x))(L I,d-‘pj,(x)) *** (L 1 Xil+j2...jk-l-k+‘~jk(X)) 
is not equal to zero if and only if j, = j, = j, = *.a = j, = 1. To find 
(L(k) 1 p,(x)) there are two cases to consider, namely, n = k and n # k. For 
the case n = k, there is only one way j, + j, + ... + j, = n. That is 
j, = j2= . . . = j, = 1. Thus the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (10.4) has 
only the one non-zero term in it, namely, 
which equals n!. Thus for all integers n > 0 
(L(n) I P”(X)> =n 
The other case to consider is when n # k. If n # k and j, + j, + ... + j, = n, 
then there exist a j, s.t. j, # 1. Thus all the terms on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (10.4) must be zero. Therefore, for all non-negative integers n and k 
(L(k) t P,(x)) = n!6,,k, (10.5) 
which proves the biorthogonality property between the sequence of linear 
functionals (L(k) ) FzO and the polynomial sequence {p,(x)} .” ,, . 
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In order to complete the proof we need only show that the linear 
functional L that is defined by Eq. (10.3) is an Eulerian delta functional. 
That is, for all integers n >, 1, 
(L ( x”) # 0. 
We will prove the contrapositive of this statement. Assume there exists an 
m > 0 such that 
(L)x”)=O. (10.6) 
By Eq. (10.5) 
0 f (L(m) IP,(X)) = a,,, (L(m) I xm> + (L(m) I S,-,(x))9 (10.7) 
where 
2-d~) = ckrn x” -I- s,- ,(x)7 
and S, _ ,(x) is a polynomial of degree m - 1. 
Thus by Corollary 1 of Theorem 7.1 and Eqs. (10.6) and (10.7) we have 
that 
0 + (L(m) IPAX)) = 0, 
which is a contradiction. Thus for all m >, 1, (L ) xm) # 0 and therefore L is 
an Eulerian delta functional. Thus { p,,(x)}~& is the associated polynomial 
sequence for the Eulerian delta functional L. Q.E.D. 
We now return to further corollaries of the expansion theorem. 
COROLLARY 3. Let L be an Eulerian delta functional with associated 
polynomial sequence {p,(x)}:= ,, and let M and N be linear functionals such 
that 
M = f a,L(k) 
k=O 
and 
N= 2 b,L(k). 
k=O 
Then f 
M@N= fj c,L(k), 
k=O 
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we have that 
k 
ck= 2 a, 5 bj (L(.d 1 xipk-i(x)) 
i=O j=o (k - i)! * 
Proof. From the expansion theorem we know that 
c 
k 
= cMaNi Pkh)) 
k! * 
(p,(~)},“~ is a Eulerian polynomial set From Theorem 10.3 we have that 
thus 
x$ ,(NIx'Pk-i(x)) = ,. a 
iY0 l (k-i)! 
k 
k = c ai c bj (L(j) I x%k-i(x)) 
(k - i)! i=O j=O 
Q.E.D. 
From Corollary 3 of Theorem 2.1 we know that M is invertible with 
respect to the Eulerian product @ if for all n > 0, (M 1 x”) # 0. This result 
also can be easily proven from this last corollary. An equivalent charac- 
terization of invertibility with respect to the Eulerian product now can be 
given as a corollary of the expansion theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. Let L be an Eulerian delta functional with associated 
polynomial sequence { p,,(x)}~To. A linear functional M is invertible with 
respect to the Eulerian product @ if and only $for all integers n > 0, 
q CM1 PdX)) fi (L lxn-i+l)+o 
kt0 k! i=O 
Proof. The results follow directly from the expansion theorem and the 
characterization of invertibility with respect to the Eulerian product @ as 
given in Corollary 3 of Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D. 
The last corollary of the expansion theorem is the same as Corollaries 4 
and 5 of Roman and Rota’s expansion theorem [7, Theorem I], except 
everywhere Roman and Rota wrote Lk; we write L(k). We include the 
corollary for completeness. 
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COROLLARY 5. Let L be an Eulerian delta functional with associated 
polynomial sequence { p,(x) } rEO, then 
(i) for all evaluation functionals E, 
(ii) for all polynomials p(x) E P 
p(x) = -q (L(k) 1 p(x)) Pk(X) 
kEIl k! 
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